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F E A T U R E S / B E N E F I T S

Improve Workplace Acoustics
Improve employee productivity. Enhance employee  
satisfaction. Reduce employee turnover. 

Assist in HIPAA compliance
HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability Accountability Act) 
regulations require safeguard of medical and confidential 
information by all reasonable means.

Protect Confidential Conversations 
Sound masking can prevent people in specific areas from 
hearing conversations that are not intended for them.

Reduce Build-Out Costs
Sound masking systems are more affordable than  
other structural methods of managing distractions  
and creating privacy.

Overcome Designs Challenges
Can accommodate any size space from 100sq ft to  
millions of sq ft, including various ceiling heights and  
other architectural variables.

Efficient Multi-Functional Systems
Solutions that can be installed for a full compliment of audio 
requirements including sound masking, paging, and business 
background music.

SOUND MASKING SOLUTIONS
Sound masking systems protect private conversations,  
reduce distractions, and enhance employee productivity  
and satisfaction in applications such as open offices,  
health clinics, legal offices, and call centers. AtlasIED  
offers a full array of sound masking solutions from  
self-contained devices to large enterprise-wide systems.
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S H S - 3 T 2
AtlasIED's SHS-3T2 Strategically Hidden Speaker, a 2.25" full range speaker with multiple mounting 
options (in-ceiling, wall/surface mount, or pendent mount), offers a compact design with minimal  
visual intrusiveness. SHS-3T2 is perfect for paging, background music, or sound masking appli-
cations. Additionally, when used with an AtlasIED Z-Series High-Definition Acoustical System, the 
speakers can be daisy chained to the Z-Series source unit using Cat5e cable for an easy to install, 
cost effective complete sound masking solution.

M 1 0 0 0 R - W
The M1000R-W is a perfect solution for contemporary office spaces where open ceiling architecture 
allows the speakers to be visible. The sleek, round design and low gloss white finish (also available 
in black) blends in nicely with painted ductwork, lighting, and other devices suspended in the open 
plenum. The M1000R-W is also UL 1480 & 2043 listed just like the M1000 sound masking speaker 
for closed ceiling applications.

Z  S E R I E S
An all-in-one solution for corporate offices, health clinics, and hospitality applications that supplies 
high quality indirect or direct field sound masking as well as background music and paging. The  
Z Series is available in 2 or 4 zone models and includes a multitude of features, such as onboard  
DSP, to conform to most design requirements but remains intuitive enough for simple user operation 
and quick installation. Privacy engage feature allows a user to instantly turn sound masking on or  
off with the flip of a switch in conference rooms, law offices, and health clinics.

AtlasIED sound masking solutions include various speakers, amplifiers, generators, and processors to accommodate any design 
size or challenge from small, single spaces to large, open concept floor plans.
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